Introduction
Today's world is a world of connectivity and fast communication, without inter-connectivity world would come to stand still. Telephone, media(T.V/News world), Mobile, Internet are different media for connectivity from which Internet is one of the most effective way for establishing connectivity and carry out global communication. In recent times message authentication is the crucial issue regarding the data transmission through the wired/wireless networks. Vehicular ad hoc Network uses Public Key Infrastructure.PKI is used to verify integrity of message and identity of messages sender. VANET will enable both V2V and V2I communication [8] .Authentication includes the level of security and efficiency in verification process. Existing system focus on security and privacy of VANET.
Our area of interest is about message authentication in proxy vehicle for VANET. The remnant of this paper is prepared as follows. Section2nd provides current research work done related to our topic of search. Section 3 proposes newer approach based on message authentication in VANET.The working of proxy vehicle is to authentication multiple message with verification function.The RSU is used to verify the output which is generated by proxy vehicles. The last section includes conclusion and future scope of the concept.
Related Study
We already know about the VANET are an emerging infrastructure that makes use of vehicles as the main objects within a network.
a) Expedite Message Authentication Protocol(EMAP)
This is protocol to overcome the problem of the long delay incurred in checking the revocation status of a certificate using a CRL.EMAP employs keyed Hash Message Authentication Code(HMAC) in the revocation checking process. The advantage of this is free from the false positive property which is common for lookup hash table [6] .
b) Elliptic Cryptography Digital Signature Algorithm
(ECDSA) It is one of the Traditional public key infrastructure offers more efficient security standards, Hash Chain Protocol could potentially be deployed side by side to ECDSA when delays in the network are inevitable and faster processing is required by the system [7] .
Related Techniques
Generally with the help of this section we can focus on the number of techniques which is used into VANET for the message authentication.
In [1] , the writershave studied HMAC function is used in EMAP for authentication. Probabilistic random key distribution employing by Novel key sharing scheme. Replacing time consuming CRL checking process.SHA-256 is used for the purpose of fast revocation checking process and novel key sharing scheme.Public key infrastructure holds the authentication certificate.
In [2] , an author explains in detail about HMAC function and novel key sharing scheme employing probabilistic random key distribution.ECDSA to check the authenticity of the certificate and signature of the sender, this digital signature method chooses by WAVE standard.
In [3] , the creators of this paper describe the Message Authentication Protocol. Expedite message authentication protocol adopted in VANET. The main function of trusted authority is to provide an Anonymous certificate and distributing secret keys to all On Board Unit in the network.  Road side Unit(RSU):-RSU is a static unit and it can be distributed all over the network.  On-board unit(OBU):-Vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to infrastructure communication is done with the help of OBU.
b) V2V and V2I
Vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to infrastructure are the two basic mode used for communication.
In [4] , introduces the proxy base authentication scheme. Algorithm having the number of phases such as a) System initialization phase This is the first phase of algorithm; it represents the initial stage of algorithm. The system parameters are registered in VANET. b) Message Signing Phase
The integrity of message and the validity of the originator are ensured, vehicle send a message and that should be signed with private key. In [5] ,the worker explain the Hash Message Authentication Code checking process to replace the certificate revocation list checking process, the message loss ratio still remains zero.
Framework Design and Proposed System
The proposed technique provides: a) System Structure The system's structure [8] is divided into three major steps. 
Conclusion
This paper presents a novel multivariate correlational analysis based approach of detecting Denial of service attacks which differentiates both known as well as unknown DOS attacks from valid network traffic records. Important geometrical correlational features are extracted from individual pairs of two distinct features, the triangle are map approach helps to speed up the process. The future scope of this approach is real time implementation of the system over real world data and checking its performance practically and implement more optimized and sophisticated traffic characterization technique to reduce the false-positive detection rate.
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